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	Title: Annual Herbs for Summer Gardens and Kitchens
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Advisor
	Page 1: Annual herbs belong to summer; they are quick-growing and light tasting and are among the best for fresh use.  Most annual herbs are excellent choices for containers, since they can be positioned to catch the summer sun and cleared away at the end of the season.  The secret to growing container herbs is to use good big pots. Another option is to use two pots, one inside the other.  The outside pot can be decorative and helps reflect excess heat, the inner pot contains the soil and seeds.Basil (Ocimum basilicum)Sweet basil is the essence of summer, with a uniquely complex scent and flavor. Native to India and Africa, basil loves sun and heat.  A vigorous plant, it grows lush and leafy in fertile soil.  Watch out for earwigs as your young basil grows, they relish the plant as much as we do and are known to get it all lacy and full of holes. More than 150 species of basil grow wild around the world, but only a fraction have become garden plants.  Renee’s Garden offers several interesting basils, including varieties from Italy ‘Profuma di Genova’ and ‘Italian Cameo’ for authentic pesto and ‘Scented Trio’ which is an exclusive richly aromatic mix of perfumed cinnamon basil, citrus-scented lemon basil, and garnet-colored basil.  This trio of beautiful herbs adds color and scent to beds and borders.   For summer seasoning, any sweet basil will do. Nurseries will have six-paks and 4-inch pots of Opal, Dark Opal, Red Rubin and Purple Ruffles. To be sure, they all taste as good as they look and sound. Cilantro (Coriandrum sativum)This popular herb is sold as cilantro seed or coriander seed.  If you are a salsa lover, then you may just want to buy yourself a couple of big shallow dish terra cotta pots for your patio, door step or apartment balcony.  Seed cilantro in one pot now and wait a month before you seed the next one.  This will allow you a continuous supply of cilantro for the summer.  You’ll want these pots to be conveniently at hand to pick the leaves, which are an essential ingredient in fresh salsa and south of the border cooking.This herb has been around in civilization for a long time. Coriander was used in China as early as 5000 BC and has been found in Egyptian tombs.  Today coriander leaves - better known as cilantro or Chinese parsley are very popular.  Coriander seeds are an essential ingredient in curry powder. Coriander is an annual herb, but once established in a garden it may return each year from fallen seed.  We call those plants volunteers.  The best coriander grows in light fluffy sandy loam soil (if planting in pots then use a good potting soil).  Plant in spring and stagger the planting to ensure enough leaves for the summer.  This annual rapidly bolts (goes to seed) as the summer days get long.  If buying seed packets, there are “slow bolt” varieties that are available. 
	Page 2: Chervil (Anthriscus cerefolium)Here is an herb that you may not be familiar with because its leaves are so delicate, it is not commonly sold in markets.  Chervil does not even transplant very easily, so six packs are rare too.  It is best to start this herb from seed in the springtime.  The seeds are long and black and need to be planted shallowly and lightly covered with soil.  The trick is to keep the seed bed moist enough for the sprouts to emerge.  Most likely you will need to thin the plants to about 6 inches apart.  Leaves resemble fern-like foliage and have a parsleylike flavor with overtones of anise. When leaves are large enough, start harvesting the outside leaves and leave the central crown to continue growing. Prolong leaf formation by cutting off the first few flower clusters. Lacy umbels of pinkish white flowers form in mid summer.  Dill (Anethum graveolens)Dill flower and seed heads are used in pickling cucumbers with vinegar and its fresh or dried leaves are used in cooked dishes, salads, or sauces. Wrap dill and fish in foil and barbecue for a heavenly dish.  Another perfect match is dill and potatoes. The plant can be tricky in the garden; it germinates better in spring than in summer, grows for a while and then starts flowering.  If you are after leaves for cooking, then don’t wait to pick, because flower stalks soon take over and there is not much leaf foliage.  Plants easily reach 3-4 feet tall, with soft, feather leaves and umbrella-like clusters of small yellow flowers reaching 6-inches wide.  A healthy stand of flowering dill can be quite attractive with the brilliant green and yellow glimmering in the summer sun. Seeds and leaves have a pungent aroma.  Look out as it too will volunteer next spring.
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